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Summary

The to vote is It can only "be the
is objective, and

The of voting for all is a on the to
vote which is objective, or Contrary to the

for the proposed the to will:

» to and will be
to prisoner

• Undermine the integrity of the in Australia;

• the Constitution and Australia's rights
commitments.

to is a a

The to vote is one of the rights. It is the of
is by a

The on Civil and (ICCPR)
"every citizen the right.. .to vote.. .at elections" (Article
25). The ICCPR entered into force for Australia in 1980. By ratifying the ICCPR,

an to the in law.



There are that the an
guarantee of the to vote1. . '

on the to be

The to vote is not The ICCPR restrictions" on
the to vote (Article 25). The UN has
any on the to vote be objective, and proportionate2.

Similarly, in the context of constitutional the Court has that any
be for a be be

to that aim3.

Voting on or are
be

for the to

The has for all
their to vote. The and

do not the for the
Public on the are set out below:

"If the community, the courts the rule of law, has judged an
to have so society '$ should forfeit
right of freedom by separated from society, it seems passing

to in of that society™;
for Eric Abetz,4

u '"I 'doubt 's too many prisoners in the jail 'Oh oh I'm
not to get an to vote at the Federal I would

that very much... If you 've to society warrants a custodial
you know, really, you 't be to say in the

officials, who are the that particular person *s
been flouting.. .Most Australians would be part of the
while you 're in Jail, well you 't be who 's

the country"; current of Gary Nairn,

"pub-test' would find allowing prisoners the
vote"; Nick Mindhin, in in 2004.6

1 Davidson, Jerome "Inside outcasts: prisoners and the right to vote in Australia " (Department of
Parliamentary Services 2004)
- UN Rights Committee, General Comment 25; Article 25, UN Doc HRI/GEN/l/Rev.5 (2001)
3 v ABC (1997) 145 ALR 96 at 108
4 Address to the Sydney Institute, 4 October 2005
5 http://mvw.abc^ 25 February 2006
6 24 June 2004



In 1997, the Joint on
the of voting for all .

prisoners,

^While is an is
the of deterrence, by the of a of freedoms to provide a

to Those who or Laws to a
sufficient to warrant not be to the franchise™; . • '

Essentially, the in of the to
be;

» through the to vote will
behaviour;

• Preserving the integrity of the If a
of society's laws, you be of your to

in the of society. A who has shown no
for society's laws has no or civic to laws;

• Majority A of
the to vote.

are not or
proportionate

or

The of deterring by is a However,
is no of the to vote will any

on that it will no
Given the of evidence that voting will crime,

is no justification for of their right.

Further, prisoners of the to vote to

The ICCPR *the of
the aim of which be and

rehabilitation" (Article 10). This the
work so do not on

To on to
away them.8

7 Tfee /PPtf Federal Election: Report of the Inquiry the conduct of the 1996 Federal Election
matters related thereto, Commonwealth of Australia, June 1997, p 48
8 Professor Robert White, University of Tasmania, ABC News 5 October 2005



Depriving of the to vote It
civic and is a of the old civic

provides a connection to society. It to the
of citizenship. It

In the UK, where has voting in
with the Court in Hirst v UK(No 2)*

the Chief Inspector of Prisons, Sir David out in favour of prisoner-
voting rights, stating:

l("They had liberty but are still of this
country. If you are trying fo to be

out, of society, to me you to
that responsibility by giving as as you can"9.

In Australia, Dr Bob Montgomery, Psychologist on behalf of the
body of psychologists, the

stated:

"There is no to add further punishment, as the loss of basic
like voting ...The more punitive the its

are likely to become™

Accordingly, to the that will
it win and

may actually contribute to

or the of the

Loss of liberty is the a The old
of civic an is the

of all other civil rights, has no in law. There is no
for by the to vote

simply of the fact of their not
from a being to rational,

of representative.

Hie Government to the fact a
of the requisite or civic authority to vote. They say, in if you

laws, why should you be to them? The answer to this
question is: it is good for

will the
The Court Africa, in April 1999

the of South African to vote,

9 Interviewed on GMTV 8 March 2001
10 6 October



"The universality of the franchise is not only for
democracy. The of each is a of dignity
Quite literally it counts,™1

The voting on or
9?000 prisoners12. The of voting for all ,

will 19,000 prisoners13. It will a
politically vulnerable minority of the of its voice.
It will a on the community, as the of

is 16 the rate14.

Given every of their is by
it is a the

box. of the will to
the in our

for

The is that a of
the to vote. It has as a for the

legislation.

if a the this no for
a It is the

to and to
minority at the of the majority,

The to vote can only be the is objective,
proportionate. Majority is

will
the

the of all to is not an
or restriction on the to vote.

all of will Australia's
are it will

the Australian Constitution.15

1! August v 3 SA 1 (CC) [16]
12 of Statistics, "Prisoners in Australia 2004"
13 Ibid
14 Ibid
15 The South African Constitutional Court, the Court and the European Court of

have all recently found on voting to be or in
of the to vote; August v Electoral (1999) 3 SA 1 (CC) [16], &aive v

3 SCR 519, Hirst v 2)
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